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Tena koutou katoa.
My name is Nan Wehipeihana and I’m based in Wellington New Zealand.
On my mother’s side my tribal affiliations are to Ngāti Porou and Te Whānau-aApanui on the east coast of the north island; and on my father’s side to Ngāti
Tukorehe and Ngāti Raukawa, just north of Wellington.
I’m an evaluator. It’s what I do. It’s what I’m passionate about.
I’m an independent evaluator and a member of the Kinnect Group. I’ve been doing
evaluation and research for more then 20 years.

"
I am motivated to do evaluation that makes a positive difference for Māori.
I’m deeply influenced by my parents and an ethic of service evident through their
lifetime commitment to whānau (family/extended family), to marae (traditional places
of gathering), to iwi (tribes), to the community and to the wellbeing of Māori as a
people.

"

For me, part of what it means to be a Māori an evaluator is an ethic of service, a
responsibility to use whatever skills or talents I have to contribute to my whanau
(extended family), to my iwi (tribe) and to Māori.

I am upfront about my personal and professional values
And I don’t hide my values behind the beauty of the evaluation design, the elegance
of my evaluative critiera nor the breadth of my methods
In my practice I support and advocate for evaluation that is culturally grounded and
affirming of Maori values and views.
For me, its about providing an understanding of what it means to be Maori as well as
surfacing Maori aspirations.
And it’s about the potential to influence policy, programmes and development so that
Maori views, perspectives and interests are elevated, given voice to, and influence
decision making.

"
I seek to use the tools and the discipline of evaluation to:
• critique policies, programmes and services – wth respect to Māori
•

contribute to a more just, equitable and inclusive society.

My conception of evaluation seeks the meaningful inclusion of Maori in determining
what matters for them, what matters in their lives.
And therefore in deciding, designing and doing evaluation.

!
Evaluation is values based – irrespective of whether we whisper or shout out loud
our personal values and principles they influence
• what we do…
• how we see the world..
• what we privilege..
• what we prioritise..
• what we see as normal..
• what we see as different.
Evaluation is an exercise of power
• It determines our evaluation design
• The evaluative criteria we set
• The methods we select
• Who we include and who we exclude
• The judgments that we make.

!
Evaluation is not power neutural
Ethical, responsive, transformative, empowerment, collaborative evaluation –
whatever label you ascribe to your evaluation practice – demands that you share
power with Māori

So evaluators need ways to think about how or if we share power in evaluation and
this location of power map, helps us to do this.

"
So how do we get there?
• It takes a paradigm shift.
• And its fundamentally about how you view the world
• You have to want to
• Have a reason to
• See the world differently through ‘new’ powered back, or de-powered eyes

!

Locating power in evaluation map

This map helps you to think about the locus of power
On the horizontal axis Western imposed – is about methods, design, theories and decisions. Control
of the evaluation does not rest with Māori or Indigenous people.
Indigenous self-determination – is where Māori and Indigenous methods,
design, and theories, worldviews prevail. Control of the evaluation is vested in
Māori or Indigenous people.
Evaluation done TO Māori - we’re doing it to you – we are the experts, we
know what you need. Blind ignorance of the power and control issues |n |
Western worldview dominates
Evaluation done FOR Māori - we’re doing it for you – you know that there is
a problem, good intentions, but essentially it benevolent colonialism | Western
worldview prevails
Evaluation done WITH Māori - we’re doing it with you - beginning of
different ways of thinking, beginning of power sharing, cultural safety,
culturally responsive, partnership, respectful
But WITH is a continuum
To the left of WITH, (we’re doing it with you but within our western frame)
non-Indigenous still largely in control
To the right of WITH (we’re doing it with you but within an indigenous frame)
non-Māori and Indigenous playing much more of a supportive role, Maori and
Indigenous Evaluators increasingly in control
Evaluation done BY Māori- Indigenous Evaluators leading, cultural values,
principles and methods evident but still some accommodations of West
approaches for credibility, accountability | Indigenous World views prevail
Evaluation done AS Māori - Indigenous Evaluators/people leading, Indigenous
world views, frameworks and methods prevail; seen as credible in an of
themselves | Indigenous world views, knowledge and ways of working
dominate
Sharing power in evaluation is a movement into the WITH

!

Deciding
How do/might we share power in determining (deciding) or commissioning an
evaluation?
Designing
How do/might we share power in designing an evaluation?
Doing
How do/might we share power in doing or undertaking an evaluation?

